Pure Type Systems. PTSs, introduced as a generalisation of the type systems of Barendregt's lambda-cube, provide a foundation for actual proof assistants, aiming at the mechanic verification of formal proofs. In this paper we consider simplifications of some of the rules of PTSs. This is of independent interest for PTSs as this produces more flexible PTS-like systems, but it will also help, in a later paper, to bridge the gap between PTSs and systems of Illative Combinatory Logic.
Girard [16], AC, the Calculus of Constructions of Coquand and Huet [11] as well as the de Bruijn AUTOMATH PTSs, AP, A-AUT-68, A-AUT-QE and APAL (see de
Bruijn [12] for a survey) and in a certain sense the system ECC of Luo [19] .
Then in Section 9 we consider SAPTSs which have both modifications. Of course these again are equivalent to PTSs with the same specification provided (*) holds.
We summarize the results on the equivalencies between PTSs, SPTSs, APTSs and SAPTSs in Section 10.
The work on APTSs generalises the work of Pollack [22] , van Benthem Jutting, McKinna and Pollack [4] , Severi [24] and Poll [21] on PTSs, which was motivated by the problem of finding reasonable algorithms for type checking Pure Type Systems that are in use, and to implement (efficient) sound and complete type checkers. Our aim is to investigate if the derivation rules for PTSs can be replaced by more liberal rules in such a way that the resulting systems differ only slightly, if at all, from the original PTSs. This leads to more flexible PTS-like systems, which are closer to their formulas as types interpretations. Moreover we will show in a later paper that each SAPTS is equivalent, in a strong sense, to a form of Illative Combinatory Logic. The statement on terms in the following theorem is well known and it can easily be generalised to contexts. THEOREM The following definition, taken from Pollack [22] , will also be needed below. DEFINITION In this section we introduce Set-modified PTSs in which contexts are sets. This is done by allowing more liberal axioms and a more liberal start rule. Also the conversion rule is slightly generalised. This change also represents one step in the linking of PTSs and ICLs.
(The Church-Rosser Theorem for Pseudoterms and Contexts

s E S is a typed sort if there is an s' E S such that (s: s') E a.
It follows by (i) of the Generation
Similar changes, leading to a system TOC2 of the Calculus of Constructions, were considered in Seldin [23] . (ii) =p over sets of statements is the equivalence relation generated by op. Let's denote this by (+'). Our condition (+) is a little bit stronger because in (+) S2 and s4 are identified. We will show later that our system, based on (+), which we define below, allows more PTSs and corresponding modified PTSs to be proved equivalent.
The version TOCO of the Calculus of Constructions of Seldin [23] has this abstraction rule but without condition (+). DEFINITION We will call a PTS with a modified abstraction rule with (+') instead of (+) a BPTS. DEFINITION 
An Abstraction modified PTS (APTS)
,
A context F is said to be
